Press Equipment List

2 26” PCMC Variable Repeat Gearless Film Press
   Capable of printing
   • 9 color
   • 1/2 Mil and up unsupported film
   • Laminations for food and consumer goods
   • Cold seal laminations

1 20.5” Omet Multiflex press
   Capable of printing
   • 8 color
   • 1/2 Mil and up unsupported film
   • Laminations for food and consumer goods
   • Paper and film pressure sensitive labels
   • Up to 20Pt tag stock

3 10” 2200 Mark Andy Press
   Capable of printing
   • 8 color w/UV

1 Digital ColorDyne Label Press

1 36” Comexi Offline Laminator / Gravure Coater

1 60” Dusenbery Slitter/Rewinder

2 30” Stanford Slitter/Rewinder

1 20 1/2” Slitter/Rewinder

1 KTI High Speed Turret Rewinder

2 Rotoflex Slitter/Rewinders
   (10” and 13”)

2 Rewind tables

   Fully Equipped QA Laboratory with state of the art testing equipment

   26” Heaford plate mounter

   Optical plate mounter

Pre-press Equipment List

Equipped with the latest MAC software capabilities

Scanner 24 bit color

EPSON Press approvals

ESKO Front end software w/ X Rite i1iO Chart Reader

ESKO - CDI Hi-Def Plate Maker

CONCEPT Plate Solvent Developing System

MEKRON High Speed Dryer

TROIKA plate reader for scanning of dots on masks, plates and final printed piece